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Abstract—Investigating human mobility patterns and comprehending the social dynamics that govern people movements
is of high interest for multiple aspects and reasons. Locationbased services, mobile network management, and urban planning are just few of the several applications that beneﬁt from
this kind of assessment. This work focuses on the stochastic
analysis of spatiotemporal and social network data in order to
build a human behaviour model which aims to predict social
dynamics and to infer users’ mobility patterns and interests.
Keywords-Social Network Analysis (SNA); spatiotemporal
data mining; mobility prediction; human behaviour model.
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The two-level behavioural model

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
The understanding of social dynamics, and in particular of
the inter-dependence with people movements, has recently
received attention both in academy and in industry. In
fact, the ability to ﬁnd patterns in human mobility and to
predict next visited places represent a valuable input in
numerous applications. These estimates play a crucial role
in various ﬁelds, ranging from location-based services and
urban planning to mobile network design and management.
Studies on mobility data (e.g., GPS traces, Call Detail
Record (CDR)) showed that human movements exhibit a
high regularity and recurrence, allowing a certain degree
of predictability [1], [2]. A number of models have been
proposed to reproduce mobility patterns and predict users’
next visited locations. Order-k Markov, Bayesian network,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), decision tree and several
heuristic approaches are just some of the employed solutions
utilized to accomplish these tasks. The major open point is
how to enhance the accuracy of the inference. One of the
envisioned solutions is to exploit additional information, e.g.,
users’ social relationships and interests. Several approaches
have been proposed to separately model social networks
and mobility dynamics. However, only recently researchers
started exploring the interplay between human movement
and social ties of individuals, ﬁnding a high correlations
between them [3], [4]. Results show that physical location and social ties are strongly interlaced with a twofold effect: social relationships are inﬂuenced by physical
location [5], and mobility prediction accuracy improves
by utilizing location information related to users’ friends
and acquaintances [6]. Moreover, also mass phenomenon as
segregation and gentriﬁcation combined with socioeconomic
and demographic information can be conveniently utilized
to understand large-scale human dynamics. However, few
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analyses have been carried out combining geo-social information on a large-scale [7], [8]. This altogether brings to
the quest for general models that combine social networks
and mobility dynamics data.
The purpose of this work is to utilize geospatial information along with data collected from social network
platforms to produce an understanding and modelling of
the human behaviour. This will be done both at user and
at crowd level, and combining the two of them. This
kind of analysis is of great interest not only to perform
social studies and to enhance location-based services but
can also be applied in some speciﬁc application scenario.
As a potential application of the developed methodology
we will consider the deployment and self-optimization of
next generation (5G) telecommunication networks, with the
purpose of improving network performances in terms of data
rate, latency and resources management. We expect that this
work might provide the modelling needed for understanding
and forecasting telecommunication network conditions. In
fact, the proposed model will allow to predict users’ mobility
and social dynamics, to estimate spatial and temporal density
of subjects in a certain area and to assess the contents they
will be interested in. These estimates will be beneﬁcial for
a self-management system in order to automatically and
dynamically tune network key parameters according to the
forecasted scenario.
II. R ESEARCH G OALS
This work aims to analyze and utilize users’ social,
physical and contextual information in order to build a twolevel behavioural model. The two layers, sketched in Figure
1, concern the granularity of the study: it will be carried out
both at single-user and at crowd level. Finally, these two
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layers will be coupled to combine and exploit both kinds of
information, e.g., if there is not available information related
to a user in a speciﬁc time we can utilize the crowd level
information for the estimates. In order to achieve this aim
the following steps are foreseen:
• Spatiotemporal data mining: analysis of users’ geolocation data in order to extract spatial and time features to
predict and model users’ mobility. This will be performed
both in terms of single-user and of groups or communities.
• Social Network Analysis (SNA): examine social relationships, study mass phenomenon and investigate the interdependence between physical location and social ties.
By means of the integration of these steps we aim to enhance
the inference related to the spatiotemporal dynamics of the
users utilizing the social interactions between them, e.g., an
user might go to a place because he has a friend there.
The developed model will be applied to the application
scenario of mobile networks management for optimally
and automatically implementing policies with the goal of
meeting next generation telecommunication network performances. This will require the construction of a selfmanagement system built on top of the behavioural model.
The goal is to handle strategies related to data plane topology, ﬂow forwarding, bandwidth requirements and propose
personalized routing mechanism based on the extracted
features. Moreover, text mining techniques will be used
to identify users’ interests and predict future requirements
analyzing users’ posts from online social networks.
III. W ORK IN P ROGRESS
In this ﬁrst part of the study, an analysis on human
mobility has been carried out with the objective of estimating
the future locations that users will visit. A predictor, which
learns from user’s mobility history and infers the next
location, has been implemented employing a deep learning
approach. In particular, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
fed by individual historical location data of the users, has
been utilized in the estimation. The algorithm has been
tested utilizing the Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) dataset
[9], which involved 185 users in the data collection. Among
all the available data present in the MDC dataset, only GPS
traces have been utilized in the current state of the work.
However, GPS data is noisy and need to be pre-processed to
obtain accurate locations visited by mobile nodes. Our aim
is to capture points, referred to as Points of Interest (PoIs),
where a person is still or moving slowly. In order to deﬁne
these locations we ﬁlter out points where users move faster
than a threshold (set to 1.3m/s, according to the fact that
human walking speed is about 1.1-1.4 m/s). After that, we
utilize a Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to group together closely
located points (less than 100m). At the end of these preprocessing phases the location history per each user is the
temporal sequence of the PoIs. The predictor examines the

history to predict the next location: the input space of the
RNN is the history sequence and the target is the next PoI
in the sequence. The training set is composed by the ﬁrst
65% of the sequence, while the test set by the last 35%. A
single hidden layer of 20 units has been employed in the
RNN framework, achieving an average accuracy of 80.2%,
which seems a prominent result according to the literature.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Human behaviour is a multifaceted problem, whose better
understanding can be beneﬁcial to several real-life aspects.
We propose a stochastic analysis of data collected from
social networks along with geospatial information to produce
a model of human behaviour which aims to predict social
dynamics and to infer users’ mobility patterns and interests.
A mobility predictor based on a RNN has been designed
with the goal of estimating users’ next visited locations. In
the near future, this approach will be compared with other
solutions and additional features will be included to increase
the accuracy. Physical data will be coupled with social and
contextual information to build the behavioural model. The
proposed framework can open to improvement and optimization in several areas. As an application of the developed
methodology we will consider the self-optimization of next
generation telecommunication networks.
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